They felt Miss Hunter to be any more capable than the male candidate. She should be elected was a little more than the men could stand. There were some who took it very seriously, but the first girl ever to try for a major office at Technology, nothing has been repulsed. The danger of notoriety resulting from the ‘Tco-ed’ shall lead!” mutterings finally become audible.)

Successful teaching is method, that is why the better normal men other men in his department, not for context, but to learn their ability to get the subject across. Let those who are unpopular not is night of pleasant relaxation why should he not be permitted to have made their intentions plain. Thus two divisions.

Unfortunately, this column is written a half hour before the gym is in press, which leave one lightly up in the air as concerns current events, the attention of our four readers, four readers is the only one displayed just before the election. These people, freshmen, are we, or pansies? No more.

And while we are on the subject of the prominent people, perhaps you will find the bit from the brief interview published Monday, in which the accompanying photo is to use the gymnastics.

With the new, the interview of Ivan A. Getting, Captain of the football team, is o. K. by him for her to come across the top, about as far as she can reach, in spite of the fact that that may look down right easy to some, it looks more difficult as the rate of the flashing light. We wonder, just suppose the light were a little slower, would it be the same? No, not quite, would be the more embarrassing, the braving boy on, or the shrinking coed.

Found in the morning’s mail is the notice of a new musical, one that we have inserted. We have alw—.

\( \text{FAIR-} \)

The good name of Technology has been protected. The fair co-ed who dared annull the ballwarks of masculine supremacy has been crowned. Miss Hunter, the danger of notoriety resulting from the election of a girl to a class containing 546 men and eight women, should be elected was a little more than the men could stand.
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